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Abstract: Experimentally determined protein structures
often feature missing domains. One example is the C-
terminal domain (CTD) of the hepatitis B virus capsid
protein, a functionally central part of this assembly,
crucial in regulating nucleic-acid interactions, cellular
trafficking, nuclear import, particle assembly and matu-
ration. However, its structure remained elusive to all
current techniques, including NMR. Here we show that
the recently developed proton-detected fast magic-
angle-spinning solid-state NMR at >100 kHz MAS
allows one to detect this domain and unveil its structural
and dynamic behavior. We describe the experimental
framework used and compare the domain’s behavior in
different capsid states. The developed approaches ex-
tend solid-state NMR observations to residues charac-
terized by large-amplitude motion on the microsecond
timescale, and shall allow one to shed light on other
flexible protein domains still lacking their structural and
dynamic characterization.

Introduction

It regularly happens, be it in X-ray crystallography, cryo-
electron microscopy (EM) or nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy, that parts or even entire domains of a
protein remain invisible or poorly defined in the acquired
data. We here do not refer to “invisible” transiently
populated high-energy structures which are invisible due to
low population, but to conformations of the protein in its
ground state. The absence of well-defined electron density
for these domains in X-ray and cryo-EM signals is due to
positional disorder, be it static or dynamic. At physiological
temperatures, the disorder is often dynamic and can be
detected and characterized by NMR, in particular if the
dynamic is fast on the NMR timescale.[1] For example,
intrinsically disordered regions (IDR) can be analyzed both
in solution and solid-state NMR using similar experiments.
This has indeed been used in the past to selectively observe
rigid versus particularly mobile regions in solid-state
NMR.[2–4] Some intermediate dynamical regimes do however
interfere with the observation of the corresponding reso-
nances. This happens in solution-state NMR, where the
slowing of the overall tumbling for larger proteins causes
rapid transverse relaxation and line broadening beyond
detection.[5,6] Solid-state NMR in contrast does specifically
target larger proteins or assemblies, in crystalline form or as
sediments, that show no overall tumbling. Still, line broad-
ening can be induced by internal motions, in particular on
intermediate time scales,[4] at a correlation time comparable
with the inverse magic-angle-spinning (MAS) rotation
frequency (τc about 1 μs), which leads to incoherent, i.e.
relaxation-induced, line broadening.[7–11] This is shown in
Figure 1a, where incoherent line broadening is calculated for
an isolated 1H-15N two-spin system. It can be seen that for
motions at a time scale similar to the MAS frequency,
substantial line broadening can occur, notably at slower
MAS frequencies. However, for fast spinning, e.g. at
100 kHz, predicted linewidths do not exceed 200 Hz using a
simple model (Figure 1a). Thus, while the loss of resonance
lines in solid-state NMR has sometimes been attributed to
broadening beyond the detection limit of the NMR
resonances,[2,4, 12] these simulations are a first indication that
this may not be the case for MAS frequencies of 100 kHz
and above, even for the most unfavorable motional regimes.

An alternative cause for disappearing resonances lies in
inefficient heteronuclear polarization transfer by i) cross
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polarization (CP)[13–16] or by ii) transfer via the isotropic J-
couplings as in Insensitive Nuclei Enhancement by Polar-
ization Transfer (INEPT).[17–23]

As an alternative, homonuclear 2D exchange spectro-
scopy (EXSY)[24] via spin diffusion[25–29] or nuclear Over-
hauser effect (NOE) can be used to observe proton
homonuclear polarization transfer. While spin diffusion is
most efficient in rigid samples, the NOE relies on the
presence of molecular motion; while the two mechanisms
have a different dependence on spinning frequency and
temperature, in practice, it is often difficult to experimen-
tally distinguish the two effects due to the limited range of

spinning frequencies and temperatures that can be probed in
a protein sample.

We here aim to recover the lost resonances of the
functional C-terminal domain (CTD) of the hepatitis B virus
(HBV) capsid, which almost completely escaped detection
by virtually all structural methods used until now, despite its
central role in many important aspects of virion formation
and maturation.[30] For this, we need to resolve the question
whether, in the fast-spinning experiments we employ, the
disappearance of resonances is due to line broadening
beyond detection or to inefficient polarization transfer due
to largely averaged dipolar couplings, and use this informa-
tion to derive experiments able to detect the resonances.

Figure 1. a) Incoherent proton FWHM as function of the motional correlation time of the NH vector (τC) simulated for an isolated 1H-15N two-spin
system with the parameters of an amide group in a protein and an order parameter of S=0 (strongest broadening) at MAS frequencies between
25 and 250 kHz. Microsecond time scales of the underlying dynamics can lead to incoherent line broadening, but can be reduced at faster MAS
frequencies. The equation describing the curve is provided in the Supporting Information, Equation 3. b) Schematic representation of the different
capsid forms investigated: truncated Cp149 for reference of capsids devoid of the CTD; empty hyperphosphorylated P7-Cp183; pg-RNA containing
reassembled capsids; E. coli RNA containing capsids; and yeast-RNA containing reassembled capsids. The molecular mass of Cp149 is 4.0 MDa, of
Cp183 is 5.1 MDa and of P7-Cp183 is 5.2 MDa. c) Representation of the hepatitis B virus capsid 3D structure (PDB: 1qgt[35]), with a zoom on the
dimeric subunit structure, and its domain organization with the amino-acid sequence of the CTD in red. The X-ray structure was determined on the
isolated NTD. The stars show positions of the arginine residues in the NTD.
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The HBV capsid is formed by 240 copies of the core protein
(Cp)[31] and has a molecular mass of 5.1 MDa. In immature
capsids, packaged pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) is reverse-
transcribed into the viral DNA inside the capsid[32] by the
viral polymerase. Mature nucleocapsids can take two differ-
ent pathways; they are either directed towards the nucleus
to amplify the viral DNA pool, or to envelopment and
release as new infectious virions. The Cp contains an N-
terminal assembly domain (NTD) of 140 residues, a 10-
residue linker, and the highly basic 34-residue CTD (Fig-
ure 1c) required for encapsidation of the pgRNA amongst
other activities. The NTD is sufficient for self-assembly at
high enough concentrations, and has been characterized via
cryo-electron microscopy,[33,34] X-ray crystallography,[35] and
solid-state NMR.[36,37,37] The CTD has been described as a
flexible, disordered domain;[38] it shows four arginine-rich
repeats (Figure 1c) commonly found in RNA- and DNA-
binding proteins[39] and interacts with the pgRNA during
capsid assembly. Therefore, the CTD is not moving freely,
but engages in interactions, likely of electrostatic nature
between the arginine side chains and the pgRNA phosphate
groups. It might provide a rationale for the only transient
exposure of the CTD[40–42] for its interaction with cellular
proteins, for instance for nuclear import processes.[34] For
this, parts of the CTD must, at least transiently, be exposed
to the exterior of mature capsids.[43–46] CTD phosphorylation
is known to regulate the capsid’s interactions with different
partners during the viral life cycle.[40,47] In sample prepara-
tions mimicking different capsid forms, the CTD remained
invisible in solution-state (INEPT), as well as solid-state
NMR (CP) experiments, and spectra from capsids formed
from the full-length protein Cp183 show virtually identical
spectra to those of capsids formed from the assembly
domain (Cp149) alone.[48,49]

Here, we are able to detect the NMR signals from the
CTD using EXSY-type proton magnetization transfers at
fast MAS frequencies. This allowed us to measure its NMR
relaxation properties, and revealed that poor heteronuclear
polarization transfer in both CP and INEPT rather than line
broadening beyond detection causes the loss of the signals.
We find that the CTD’s chemical shifts center around the
random-coil values. Surprisingly, the relaxation times meas-
ured on CTDs of empty, phosphorylated or nucleic-acid
filled capsids are very similar indicating that the phosphory-
lated CTD is not moving freely, but engages in interactions
network between the arginine side chains and the phosphate
groups to form a network at the capsid inner lining. The
capsid’s CTDs must form dynamically similar to Coulomb
interaction-driven condensates, either in interaction with the
viral pgRNA, or with other CTDs in their phosphorylated
form.

Results and Discussion

The CTD Is Visible in CP-NMR Spectra Only at Low
Temperatures

Cp183, when compared to Cp149 capsids, should show three
times the number of peaks at the typical Arg resonance
positions (see Figure 1c for the number of arginine residues
in the NTD, shown as stars, and in the CTD). However, 2D
hNH CP spectra of Cp149 (taken from ref. [36]) and Cp183
(taken from ref. [49]) virtually overlay (Figure S1a), with
comparable peak intensities for both Cp149 and Cp183. This
is as well the case for the 13C-detected DARR spectra,[48]

and for the 2D hCH INEPT spectra (Figure S1b) recorded
at 17.5 kHz MAS frequency, where highly flexible residues
moving stochastically on fast timescales should be observ-
able. Arg residues from the CTD thus remain invisible in
these spectra.

To confirm the hypothesis that this absence is due to
dynamics, we first used a brute-force approach to slow down
motions, and recorded 2D NC spectra of Cp183 at low
temperatures. Figure S2 shows an overlay of the spectra
recorded at 4 °C, � 30 °C and � 168 °C. Indeed, an increase of
the intensities of Arg peaks by a factor of roughly 3 is
observed at the subfreezing temperatures. This clearly
points to signal loss at room temperature through motional
effects, which is recovered when freezing out dynamics.
Since the broad lines observed at low temperatures impede
further detailed characterization[50,51] and obviously also
defeat any dynamics measurements, we aimed in the
following to devise a strategy to observe the CTD at
temperatures close to physiological conditions.

A Strategy to Measure CTD Dynamic Parameters at Room
Temperature

As mentioned above, peaks disappear either through broad-
ening beyond detection, or poor polarization transfers, both
caused by dynamical behavior. A first approach in this
context is to find a way to assess the actual spectral
linewidths, as well as the relaxation times important for the
different polarization-transfer schemes employed. Due to
the absence of resonances of the CTD in heteronuclear
correlation spectra, we decided to directly investigate the
proton spectra. To reduce spectral crowding, we used
selective 1H,13C,15N isotope labeling of arginine residues
(Arg), which do not suffer from scrambling in E. coli,[52]

while using per-deuteration of all other residues. In addition,
the samples were exchanged to a D2O-based buffer (for
resulting labelling schemes, see Figure S3). Thus, only
resonances from Arg are observed in the protein 1H spectra.
Five different capsid samples were investigated: capsids
containing pgRNA (Cp183-pgRNA), E. coli RNA (Cp183)
or yeast RNA (yCp183); phosphorylated Cp at all seven
phosphorylation sites (P7-Cp183[47]); and truncated Cp149 as
a reference sample to identify the contributions from the 8
Arg residues in the NTD (see Figure 1b and Figure S3).
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While 1H 1D spectra showed signals for all samples, they
are not sufficiently resolved to identify individual signals.
We thus recorded EXchange SpectroscopY (EXSY)
spectra[24] (for pulse sequence see Figure S4a) which include
a longitudinal 1H-1H polarization-transfer step to identify

resonances connected by the polarization transfer. The
resulting spectra (Figures 2a–c, full view in Figure S5) in-
deed show strong Arg intra-residue 1H-1H cross peaks for
the Cp183 samples, and only weak ones, and at different
chemical shifts, for Cp149. This can also be clearly seen in

Figure 2. 1H-1H spectroscopy on selectively Arginine-labelled samples based on 1H-1H homonuclear mixing by spin diffusion or NOE effects. EXSY
spectra using 50 ms mixing time of a) Cp149, b) P7-Cp183 and c) Cp183-pgRNA recorded at 100 kHz MAS and 850 MHz proton frequency.
d) Overlay of the first FIDs of EXSY spectra of Cp149 and P7-Cp183 recorded with a mixing time of 10 ms. The peaks labelled with a cross
correspond to buffer signals. e) Overlay of extracted traces from EXSY spectra at δ1(

1H)=1.67 ppm with the projection of a standard hCH CP
based experiment recorded on P7-Cp183 (Figure S9b) on top. The dashed lines indicate random-coil chemical shift positions of Arg.[53] f) T 02(

1H)
and g) T11(

1H) values recorded from the EXSY spectra for all five capsid samples shown above. h) T 02(
1H) corresponding homogeneous line width

Dhomo(1H). In the figure the proton of the cross peak where the relaxation takes place is labelled in bold.
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the first traces of the 2D spectra (Figure 2d), where the Arg
resonances are about three times higher for Cp183 when
compared to Cp149. The traces extracted at 1.67 ppm
(Figure 2e) show that the strong cross peaks, only present in
Cp183, localize at the random-coil chemical shifts (4.34 ppm
for Ha, 3.21 ppm for Hd2=3), and do not coincide with the
weaker Arg resonances from the NTD (Figure 2e top).
Together, this demonstrates that the cross peaks observed in
the EXSY spectra mainly originate from CTD resonances,
which are thus unambiguously detected at room temper-
ature.

That the use of the dipolar 1H-1H homonuclear transfer
step was successful in creating cross peaks can be explained
by higher-order 1H-1H dipolar couplings still present,[27,54–59]

despite the fast MAS and the molecular motion of the CTD.
Alternatively, NOE effects can be present in the CTD due
to its high flexibility, and can add to, or replace, spin
diffusion. Thus, the slower polarization-transfer buildup
curves observed for Cp149 compared to Cp183 cross peaks
are either attributed to their lower proton abundance in the
NTD (only isolated Arg are labelled there, whereas in the
CTD they cluster together) or to reduced NOE effects
(Figure S6, S7). It clearly follows from the above observa-
tions that line broadening beyond detection is not causing
the loss of the resonances in the CP spectra.

As cross peaks exclusively from the CTD can be
detected in EXSY spectra, we could measure and compare
dynamic parameters of the CTD in the different capsid
forms. We determined both proton transverse T 02

1H
� �

and
rotating-frame T11

1H
� �

relaxation times (pulse sequence in
Figure S4b and c respectively). The results for all five capsid
samples are shown in Figure 2f–h (relaxation decay curves
in Figure S8) and are summarized in Table 1. The cross
peaks and diagonal peaks are treated separately, as the
major contribution to the cross peaks is from the CTD
(“mainly CTD”), while the diagonal peaks contain both
NTD and CTD resonances in the full-length samples (NTD/
CTD). The diagonal peak decay curves would thus be
multiexponential but at the given SNR this cannot be fitted.
One can see though, that the relaxation times of Cp149
(diagonal peaks) are longer by a factor of 3 than in Cp183
(cross peaks).

Further analysis of the rotating-frame-relaxation param-
eters (lower panel in Figure 2f) reveals a decrease by about
a factor of 2 or 3 in T11 between Cp149 (diagonal peaks) and
Cp183 (off-diagonal peaks to select CTD), which clearly
reveals the presence of significant motion in the CTD.

Indeed, short T11 ð
1HÞ are associated with high mobility of

the protein on the microsecond timescale and thus stochastic
averaging of the dipolar interactions, which provides a
rational for magnetization loss during CP periods. The
relationship to the order parameter and correlation time is
given by Equations (1) and (2) in the Material and Methods
part. We compare the observed T11 relaxation times
between 1.3 and 2.1 ms (Table 1), with the simple 1H-15N
dipole–dipole T11 ð

1HÞ 2 spin model that predicts a
T11 ð

1HÞ of 0.2 μs where we have neglected the effect of
chemical-shift anisotropy and proton-proton interactions.[60]

It can be concluded that the correlation time is around
τ�1.4 μs within a factor of ten and the order parameter S is
below 0.9, in order to explain the measured relaxation-rate
constants by the simple model.

The Arg proton chemical shifts clearly cluster around
the typical random-coil shifts; this is a further indication for
the presence of considerable dynamics in the CTD. It should
however be realized that the related motion is not necessa-
rily isotropic and does not fully average the dipolar
interactions, but rather leads to a significant reduction
thereof.[61]

Interestingly, the CTD relaxation times are highly
similar for all full-length samples, whether containing RNA
or not. This provides evidence that in absence of RNA
phosphorylated CTD shows dynamics comparable to the
RNA-containing capsids. This clearly indicates that the
CTD, when phosphorylated, is not as flexible as an IDP, but
must instead engage in interactions, likely amongst itself,
within the capsid.

Finally, the EXSY spectra of the Cp183 samples
containing RNA reveal cross peaks between the Arg
residues and RNA resonances (Figure 3) indicating that the
Arg residues are in contact with the nucleic acids, such that
the RNA-protein couplings are strong enough for spin
diffusion or NOE transfer to be active. On the RNA side,
the visible resonances can be assigned to the base and sugar
moiety protons (red boxes in Figure 3a, b). These cross
peaks are weaker than the intra-residue ones (grey boxes in
Figure 3a, b) due to the greater internuclear distances. As a
control, no RNA resonances are observed in the E. coli-
assembled Cp183 spectrum (Figure 3c) since the RNA is
deuterated (see Figure S3).

Table 1: Averaged relaxation parameters obtained from the 1H-1H 2D relaxation measurements of the five samples presented in Figure 2f–h.
Averages have been taken over diagonal (NTD/CTD) and off-diagonal peaks (mainly CTD) separately. Values given in parenthesis correspond to
the standard deviation, Δ denotes the linewidth.

T 02;diag (1H) [ms] T 02;off� diag (1H) [ms] Dhomo
diag (1H) [Hz] Dhomo

off� diag (1H) [Hz] T11;diag (1H) [ms] T11;off� diag (1H) [ms]

Cp149 11 (2) – 29 (5) – 6.1 (5) –
P7-Cp183 7 (2) 2.0 (5) 55 (13) 159 (40) 3.0 (3) 1.3 (3)
Cp183-pgRNA 4.8 (7) 1.4 (2) 66 (9) 227 (40) 3.0 (2) 2.1 (9)
Cp183 4.1 (7) 1.6 (8) 78 (13) 199 (100) 3.3 (9) 1.6 (4)
yCp183 5 (1) 1.3 (2) 64 (13) 245 (38) 2.6 (3) 1.2 (3)
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Revisiting Heteronuclear 2D Experiments

Heteronuclear spectroscopy is a cornerstone of NMR, since
the resolution and dispersion added by a 13C or 15N
dimension is of fundamental importance to resolve all
signals; this is underlined by the important efforts which
have been invested from the very beginning of protein NMR
into developing 13C and 15N isotope-labelling schemes. In
solids, this is even more the case, since the poorer resolution
makes 1H homonuclear spectroscopy in fully protonated
systems demanding. With the information collected on
relaxation properties measured in the homonuclear correla-
tion spectra on the selectively labelled Cp samples, we set
out to design heteronuclear experiments adapted to the
short proton T11 and T2

0 relaxation times as determined for
the CTD. We first evaluated whether 2D CP-based hCH
spectra using short CP contact times (250 and 300 μs τCP,a
and τCP,b, pulse sequence in Figure S4d) would reveal signals
of the CTD. This is not the case (Figure S9), which confirms
that the averaging of the dipolar couplings and not the short
T11 interferes with polarization transfer. We thus turned to
use, instead of dipolar couplings, J-couplings by implement-
ing INEPT, which we optimized for the short proton
T02 relaxation times (average 1.8 ms) using numerical simu-
lations (Figure S10).[18,23,62,63] While solid-state NMR usually
employs refocused INEPT (rINEPT), we turned, in order to
minimize relaxation losses, to the shorter non-refocused

INEPT (referred simply to as INEPT in the following).
Delay times of around 1.2 ms should be optimal to observe
the CTD residues. To avoid problems with water suppres-
sion, we used samples in D2O.

Figure 4a–c show extracts of these modified INEPT hCH
spectra of the capsids (pulse sequence in Figure S4f). New
resonances, not present in the NTD spectrum (orange)
appear in both full-length capsid spectra around random-coil
positions[53] (red circles in Figure 4a and Figure S11) which
we assign to the CTD, since their proton chemical shifts
coincide with the ones in the EXSY (see Figure S12 for 1D
overlay). Spectra of Cp183 and yCp183 are shown in
Figure S13.

Intriguingly, an additional Arg spin system is observed in
the INEPT spectra of empty (Cp149 and P7-Cp183) capsids
compared to RNA-filled ones, which we connected using a
TOCSY experiment[64] (Figure S14). We assigned this spin
system to R133, which is the only NTD Arg residue not
observed in CP experiments[36,65] (Figure S9). The strong
upfield shift observed for the R133 resonances could be
caused by the ring-current effect[23,66,67] of the W125 it is
facing in the last hairpin of the NTD (Figure S15). The
absence of R133 from INEPT spectra of the capsids
containing RNA indicates a modification in the dynamic
regime of this hairpin upon RNA binding. Note that a peak
is present at the R133 position in the HδCδ region of the
INEPT spectrum of Cp183-pgRNA. This δ residue is the

Figure 3. RNA-CTD interaction is detected in EXSY spectra. EXSY spectra using 50 ms 1H-1H homonuclear mixing time of a) Cp183-pgRNA,
b) yCp183 and c) Cp183 samples recorded at 100 kHz MAS and 850 MHz proton frequency. The RNA proton chemical shifts are indicated by
vertical dashed lines while the horizontal ones indicate the positions of the cross peaks observed in the 2D EXSY spectra (Figure 2a–c). The red-
shaded boxes highlight protein-RNA interactions, the grey-shaded boxes RNA-RNA interactions. We attribute the presence of stronger amide
proton-sidechain proton cross peaks in Cp183 to a lower level of deuteration at exchangeable positions.
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most flexible one and its dynamics is less affected by the
binding to RNA.

Optimized INEPT experiments with short mixing times
thus successfully display CTD resonances. It confirms the
above observation based on the relaxation times that CTDs
from various phosphorylated and RNA-filled capsids are
characterized by similar motional regimes, determined by
interaction of the CTDs with RNA, or amongst themselves.
Interestingly, the last hairpin of the NTD shows increased
dynamic behavior in empty capsids, while the presence of
RNA restricts its mobility.

Since we have shown that spin diffusion/NOE can
efficiently be used as homonuclear polarization transfer, we
added such a step to the INEPT-based experiment (INEPT-
EXSY, Figure S4g) The spectra in Figures 5a–c show that
connections can be indeed established, including to the Ha

frequency in Cp183 capsids, as shown by the additional red
dashed lines in Figures 5b and c. These chemical shifts
match with the ones in the EXSY spectra (Figure 2b and c)
supporting their assignment to the CTD. These spectra allow

for connecting the entire Arg spin systems, and would also
allow for establishing further connections in more exten-
sively labelled proteins, revealing partially ordered segments
if present.

We have developed proton-detected fast magic-angle-
spinning solid-state NMR experiments that allowed us to
detect the formerly invisible CTD resonances in HBV
capsids. This enabled us to characterize its structural and
dynamic behavior and investigate dynamical differences
upon CTD phosphorylation as well as the presence of
different types of RNA. We showed that, despite its random
coil conformation, the CTD does not behave like an intrinsi-
cally disordered domain, but shows hindered motion,
including when it is phosphorylated. This may have
implications for capsid function, as the localization of the
CTD determines the interactions in which it can participate
during maturation, viral particle assembly and nuclear
import. CTD exposure is particularly important in the
context of nuclear import, and has been previously studied
by trypsin digestion, which showed that the CTD of

Figure 4. 2D hCH INEPT-based spectra with INEPT delays τ1=τ2=1 ms of Cp149 (orange), P7-Cp183 (cyan) and Cp183-pgRNA (steel blue) in D2O
buffer recorded at 100 kHz MAS and 850 MHz proton frequency. Zooms of the a) Hb2=3Cb = Hg2=3Cg, b) Hd2=3Cd and c) HaCa regions of 2D-hCH
INEPT-based spectra. The NTD assignment is transferred from.[36] For sake of simplicity Hg2=3Cg, Hb2=3Cb and Hd2=3Cd correlations from the CTD
are labelled HgCg, HbCb and HdCd. Except for R133, the CTD Arg side chains HgCg, HbCb and HdCd are not resolved. The random-coil chemical-
shift positions are shown with red circles.[53] Spectra are overlaid with the spectrum from the previous panel for better comparison.
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phosphorylated capsids can be partially digested at addi-
tional sites when compared to unphosphorylated ones.[47]

This reaction takes place outside the capsid and requests the
CTD to be exposed to the outside. In this context, a loop-
out mechanism, where part of the CTD (not including the
free end) escapes from the capsid, as well as an extrusion
model where the entire CTD is moving outside the capsid,
are currently discussed.[47] Our data clearly support the loop-
out mechanism, where only the N-terminal end of the
flexible CTD is exposed to the outside of the capsid, since
the extrusion model, where the entire CTD moves outside
the capsid, would ask for higher motional freedom, and thus
faster dynamics over what was observed. The higher extent
of exposure in phosphorylated capsids is likely due to the
more flexible Pro rich loop (residues 129 to 138), as shown
by the increased flexibility of R133. This points to a decrease
in flexibility of this proline-rich hairpin on heterologous
interactions, i.e. RNA binding, and an increase in absence
thereof. In any case, our data clearly show that looping out
is not a highly dynamic process, since the CTDs in the
phosphorylated state do not move freely like an IDP. The
CTDs motion thus must be restricted in the phosphorylated
capsid by homologous interactions, which can be intra and/
or intermolecular. Intramolecular interactions could corre-
spond to folding back of the arginine side chains onto the
neighboring phosphorylated Ser- and Thr-bound PO4 moi-
eties of the same chain. This kind of turns would however
hardly be compatible with the random-coil chemical shifts
observed. We thus conclude that these interactions are more
likely intermolecular, and form a network of Arg-P-Ser/P-
Thr interactions at the inner capsid lining, and/or its lumen.
Thus, neither RNA-filled capsids nor phosphorylated cap-
sids feature highly dynamic CTD extrusion. This picture
might be different in mature, DNA-filled capsids, which are
preferentially transported to the nucleus via CTD interac-

tions with cellular importins. Considering that nuclear
import of empty immature (pgRNA-containing) capsids
would not present any gain for virus replication, it can be
hypothesized that these interactions are functional, and thus
different in mature capsids, where the CTD might show
higher mobility.

Conclusion

We report the observation of the functional CTD of the
HBV capsid protein through the combined use of selective
labelling schemes and 1D 1H-MAS NMR experiments at
fast spinning frequencies. The detection of the CTD in such
an experiment is an immediate indication that dynamics do
not broaden the lines beyond detection although indeed
additional line broadening is observed. T1ρ measurements
allow the estimation of the correlation time of the motion as
approximately 1 μs with an order parameter of S<0.9.

The CTD resonance frequencies revealed that the
arginine residues, and most probably all CTD residues,
adopt a random coil conformation, and thus do not form
specific and defined secondary structures in the context of
RNA binding, nor upon phosphorylation. Importantly, we
found, from comparing T2’ and T1ρ relaxation times, that
CTD dynamic time scales are very similar in phosphorylated
empty capsids and RNA-filled unphosphorylated ones.

Besides characterizing the structure and dynamics of the
CTD of the HBV capsid, we present an experimental
approach combining fast MAS with minimum-length mag-
netization-transfer periods which points to a way out of the
frustrating situation where crucial protein domains in
structural biology remain invisible. Since the physical origins
of the evasiveness of these domains in general lies in
dynamic behavior, and more precisely microsecond time-

Figure 5. INEPT-EXSY NMR experiments. 2D hCH INEPT-based spectra with τ1=τ2=1 ms followed by 50 ms 1H-1H mixing time of a) Cp149 b) P7-
Cp183 and c) Cp183-pgRNA in D2O buffer recorded at 100 kHz MAS and 850 MHz proton frequency. The Arg 1H random coil chemical shift
positions observed in the EXSY spectra in Figure 2 are shown in red, and correspond to the observed cross peaks here. Spectra are overlaid with
the spectrum from the previous panel for better comparison.
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scale motions, we would expect that the methodology
presented herein, broadening the dynamic time scales
accessible by NMR, is of use for the characterization of
flexible domains in a wider range of proteins, including
membrane proteins, fibrils, subviral particles and other
nucleoprotein assemblies.
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